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PROCESO DE SELECCIÓN: PRESENTACIÓN DE LA EMPRESA Y ENTREVISTAS, 23/5/2018

We believe in versatility and flexibility and our ambition is to be able to offer our expertise at all stages to
develop a product or service. This is possible thanks to our three pillars – Engineering Services, Management
Services and Training Services.
Projects go through several stages and you, as the client, should feel secure that we can meet your ongoing
needs for specific skills. Our field of services can be summarised in three branch segments - Industry, Energy
and Automotive. Himec will soon have twenty years’ experience of working in these segments. Over the years
we have had the benefit of working with various types of organisations in a range of different sectors, each and
every one of them with its own specific requirements. Our principal fields of expertise are in product
development, production development, process & plant development, inspection, management systems and
QHSE Number of employees: 15. Now we are looking for a:
1º.- Applications Developer ( 3 posts)
As application developer you will work in our in-house projects developing applications for our innovation
projects or supporting customers by creating applications by implementing their requirements. You should be
able to analyse and iunderstand system requirements. You will perform those tasks by following agile
methodologues and industry proven SW processes. We are looking for passionate people with an open mind
who like to work in a rapidly evolving industry in Sweden.
→ Essential requirements:


Minimum Bachelor in Electrical, Computer or Mechatronics Engineering or equivalent.



Fluent in English, both speaking and written



European driver license, minimum Class B

→ Desirable requirements:


Planning skills



SW Process.
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Agile methodologies like Scrum, Kanban, TDD.



General Software Development knowledge



Knowledge in Android / IOs development

y en

Mail your CV and personal letter to Ignacio.perez@himec.se (con copia a eures.nordicos@sepe.es);
2º.- SW Engineer( 3 posts)
As software engineer you will work in our in-house projects developing our innovation projects in close
collaboration with HW engineers and mechanical engineers and also with our customers developing the cars for
tomorrow using agile methodologues and industry proven SW processes like ISO26262 and A-SPICE.
We are looking for passionate people with an open mind who like to work in a rapidly evolving industry like the
automotive in Sweden.
-> Essential requirements:
 Minimum M.Sc. in Electrical, Computer or Mechatronics Engineering or equivalent.


Fluent in English, both speaking and written



Driver license B

-> Desirable requirements:


Planning skills



SW Process like A-SPICE, ISO26262.



Agile methodologies like Scrum, Kanban, TDD.



Embedded SW knowledge



Knowledge in Arduino or Raspberry Pi
Himec will help with a relocation package.
We will visit Valencia the 23rd of May to give information about the company and to have interviews on
site

Interested? Please contact us and send us your CV in English to:
Mail your CV and personal letter to Alejandro.morate@himec.se (con copia a eures.nordicos@sepe.es);
Last application day: 20h May
Consejos de utilidad:
Como preparar un CV y application letter “Swedish style”: http://goo.gl/mQXTBF , y http://goo.gl/O7r3Ej

